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Dear Mr Lennon,
Historic Area Statements - Planning and Design Code Phase 3

Council would like to thank you for the opportunity to continue to work collaboratively with
the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) in assisting with the
drafting of the Historic Area Statements for Phase 3 of the Planning and Design Code.
The Town of Gawler holds a unique place in the history of this State as the first settlement
established following the city of Adelaide, both of which were designed by Colonel William
Light. This heritage contributes invaluably to the character of the Gawler township, which
is proudly viewed as an exemplary example of historic preservation and conservation.
In addition to the 37 State Heritage Places and 83 Local Heritage Places listed on the SA
Heritage Places Database, Gawler has a State Heritage Area (Church Hill) and three
Historic (Conservation) Zones with eight Historic (Conservation) Policy Areas. The area
also benefits from the identification of 609 Contributory Items.
Nine draft Historic Area Statements were presented to and endorsed by Council on 26
November 2019.
The draft Historic Area Statements have been formulated using the Desired Character
Statements encapsulated in the Historic (Conservation) Zones and Policy Areas in
Council's current Development Plan. No new policy has been introduced.
In drafting the Historic Area Statements, the template provided by DPTI was adhered to
in the majority and a sincere attempt to translate the Desired Character Statements has
been employed.
As the intent of the Historic Area Statements is to reflect what is currently in place and is
valued, their role is essential to guide future development falling under the Historic Area
Overlay.

Mr Michael l,.ennon - Chair - State Planning Commission
28 November 2019
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It is acknowledged that, to protect and conserve those heritage elements already in place,
these documents must reflect the local heritage character accurately.
We look forward to working with DPTI staff in our continuing commitment to collaboration
in the coming months.
Should you have any queries regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact
Jane Strange on ■••• or email
Kind Regards

Karen Redman
Mayor

Enc.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Gawler East Historic Area Statement (Gal)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Prevailing Characteristics to

1850 to 1910
The Gawler East Historic Area is of historic significance due to
the large number of high integrity residences, mainly dating

Subdivision Pattern

Architectural Buildings

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

from the period 1850-1910, which illustrate the character and
early expansion of residential Gawler in the 19th Century.
Large allotments with large dwellings and gardens exist along
High Street and Duffield Street in the area known as "Nob Hill".
Smaller allotments exist along Lyndoch Road, with 2 to 4 room
single storey cottages and villas, mostly constructed towards the
end of the 19th century.
The cottages in Bishop Street display unusual proportions, being
two rooms wide by typically two rooms deep, with unusually
high eaves, giving the cottages vertical emphasis in proportion.
The residential area on the northern side of Lyndoch Road is a
relatively self-contained precinct, located adjoining Light's
original township survey and defined by local topography and
the original survey layout. Displays traditional grid land division
pattern.
Allotment sizes are between 800 -1700 square metres with
street frontages of 20 - 40 metres.
Generous front setbacks and side setbacks of 3 to 5 metres to
maintain a total spacing between neighbouring dwelling walls of
some 8 metres.
Garages and carports do not dominate the streetscape.
Victorian and Turn-of-the-Century Villas/Mansions
Double fronted cottages
Stone walls and stone outbuildings
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape.
Gawler East was the first settlement to extend beyond the
boundary of the original Gawler Plan and took place east of
Murray Street.
The Area is located on rising ground and overlooks the town
centre. Views to and from the Area are important. It is divided
into two sectors by Lyndoch Road and contains a number of
local facilities which have a traditional historic form.
The existing pattern of mainly detached dwellings with generous
garden/landscaped settings is valued. Walls and fences defining
street boundaries are of critical importance to maintain and
enhance the streetscape.
Any non-residential development retains a local function and
character, avoiding conflict with residential uses.
Development is limited on sloping ground due to the natural
and topographic character limits in the Area, particularly on the
escarpment above the town centre and adjoining gullies. The
resulting landscaped open space makes an important
contribution to the unique character.
The streetscape encompasses wide streets and substantial
trees, with expansive allotments, street frontages and well treed
gardens.
Driveways and crossovers are single width, with surfaces
consistent with the existing footpaths and streets.

Fencing

Height

Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls and retaining walls are important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that .
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not contribute
towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites that do, so
as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic, economic or social
themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Gawler South Heritage Area Statement (Ga2)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Prevailing Characteristics

1860 to 1910
The Gawler Railway Station was established in 1857. The
prospects for industry and employment in Gawler West and
Bassett Town were immediately increased. The area was
subdivided for a mixture of uses including industrial, commercial
and residential around the railway yards. Gawler South is

Subdivision Pattern

Architectural Buildings

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

residential in character and consists mainly of dwellings dating
from the period 1860 - 1910.
The subdivisions of Gawler West, Bassett Town and Gawler
South are located on relatively flat terrain to the south of the
original town. Streets are relatively wide and laid out in grid
patterns. The grid pattern is intersected by Twelfth Street and
shifts direction at Adelaide Road. There are many oblique street
intersections and prominent irregular corner allotments. Gawler
South dwellings are typically detached and are set back from the
street and neighbouring houses.
Traditional grid land division pattern.
The escarpment area features street frontages of 30 - 40
metres and generous front setbacks of 15 metres. Side setbacks
of 3 to 5 metres maintain a total spacing between neighbouring
dwelling walls of some 8 metres. These attributes are valued.
Within the main street/town centre there are consistent
setbacks and strong building line with few gaps. Buildings are
square to the street.
Within the main street/town centre, distinctive built form
reflects a mixture of civic, commercial and retail activities.
The Area contains a significant number of high integrity
residences, mainly from the period 1860 - 1910, which illustrate
the character and continuing expansion of residential Gawler in
the latter half of the nineteenth century. These range from
workers cottages to substantial double fronted villas.
Signage to promote business uses is sensitively integrated into
the building architecture or located in gardens. The number and
scale of signs are constrained. Where buildings are set back
from the road, single small pylon or free-standing signage are
used. For buildings that are close to the street boundary, flat
wall, projecting or under verandah signage are used.
Many buildings have verandahs and parapets.
Gawler Railway Station has traditional railway structures,
including workshops, stores and industrial buildings and small.
Humble workers' accommodation, including single and double
fronted cottages and row cottages are a feature.
There are substantial stone or masonry villas surrounded by
gardens and landscaping.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape.
Abutting the Gawler Railway Station Precinct, Nineteenth Street
has a central median and a strong visual axis to the Railway
Station buildings. A boulevard of considerable style and urban
character, buildings are positioned close to the road frontage
and designed to directly address the street.
The Gawler Railway Station Precinct provides a wide range of
services including entertainment, shops, markets, fodder sales;
warehousing, offices, car parking and public transport. The
station precinct offers excellent access to services, is ideal for
increased residential densities. The sympathetic reuse of
buildings is valued.

Fencing

Building Height

Corner sites where the grid is interrupted have prominent
buildings whose built form and side elevations are of equal
importance to the fac;:ade.
Established gardens and trees provide important settings to
buildings. Gardens are in scale with existing buildings. Large
allotments stone walls and fences define the street boundaries
and are of critical importance to the streetscape.
The streetscape encompasses wide streets and substantial
trees, with expansive allotments, street frontages and gardens.
The alignment and width of Night Cart lanes are a feature. They
are used to access rear of properties but not as primary
frontages to dwellings.
Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not contribute
towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites that do, so
as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic, economic or social
themes as viewed from the public realm.
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(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Light Heritage Area Statement (Ga3)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Subdivision Pattern

Prevailing Characteristics

1850 to 1910
The Heritage Area encompasses the original streets and
allotments of the town of Gawler, as designed and laid out by
Light, Finniss and Co in 1839. It clearly shows the extent of the
original town and the urban design principles on which it was
laid out.
Gawler's plan is significant as a grid plan adapted to the
topography and natural features of the location. The street
pattern reflects the form of the rivers and topography of the hill
upon which it is established. The original street pattern, rivers
and local hills are still clearly identifiable. Features of note

Architectural Features

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

include the public squares around the churches and the terraces
and parklands bordering the rivers.
The Heritage Area for the centre of Gawler is part of Colonel
William Light's original plan for Gawler. The plan embraces the
North and South Para Rivers and their confluence, rising ground
at Church Hill and Gawler East (which flank either side of the
Town Centre), and the Town Centre itself which has a linear
form that is positioned on a strong north/south axis.
Generous site areas of 600 square metres to 1300 square
metres with front setbacks 5 to 8 metres and side setbacks of 3
to 5 metres to maintain a total spacing between neighbouring
dwelling walls of some 8 metres.
The areas to the north and south of the Church Hill State
Heritage Area are predominantly residential streets lined with
double fronted cottages and villas dating from the latter half of
the 19th Century. Houses are typically single storey, detached
and have a minimal set back from the street.
The Church Hill State Heritage Area has a unique residential
character due to its distinctive topography, diverse range of
nineteenth century architecture (with several different yet
cohesive townscapes). The churches are a feature and should be
retained as the location's distinctive landmarks.
The critically important locations such as Church Hill State
Heritage Area and the Gawler East escarpment (as viewed from
Bridge Street South) are important township features the Area
is ideal for a wide range of residential forms. Central Gawler is
well-endowed with urban services. Residential buildings
however need to be designed to be sympathetic to their setting,
with reference in particular to the historic built form which is
based on nineteenth and early twentieth century residential
building type, topography and the preservation of mature large
scale vegetation.
Development should complement the character of individual
localities in Central Gawler and have close regard to building
scale, massing, composition, siting, subdivision pattern, slope,
architectural detailing, materials and colours. Articulation of
buildings will be important and use of verandahs and balconies
encouraged.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape
The area is also of historic significance as it contains many of the
early buildings of Gawler - residential, commercial, public and
ecclesiastical - which illustrate the built form of the town in the
19th Century. The area forms the historic core of Gawler and
contains a large number of State heritage, local heritage and
contributory items in the areas flanking the Church Hill State
Heritage Area.
The Heritage Area includes the Church Hill State Heritage Area,
which was declared in 1985. The Church Hill State Heritage Area
comprises all the elements within its boundaries, including
individual dwellings and other buildings, walls, fences, trees and

Fencing

Building Height

major landscape features such as street trees, roadways,
bluestone kerbing and cobblestones and fire hydrants.
Development in this area is controlled by the Church Hill
Management Plan pursuant to the Heritage Act, 1993.
Vehicle movement through the Area, other than along arterial
roads, should be maintained predominantly for local traffic and
pedestrians with major traffic flows limited to designated
streets.
Vehicle movement through the Area, other than along arterial
roads, should be maintained predominantly for local traffic and
pedestrians with major traffic flows limited to designated
streets.
Gardens within residential locations should be in scale with the
buildings and large allotments should not be reduced in size if
attractive building settings, which are provided by gardens and
significant trees, will be compromised or put at risk. Fences to
define street boundaries are of critical importance to maintain
and enhance the streetscape.
Streets, squares and other elements which comprise the original
1839 street layout of Light, Finniss and Co, should not be
modified, widened, closed or redirected in a manner that
diminishes their historic integrity.
Original streets which are currently not used or paved have not
been modified, widened, closed or redirected and if paved and
kerbed, these are complementary to the detail of other streets
in the Area.
Generous front setbacks and side setbacks of 3 to 5 metres to
maintain a total spacing between neighbouring dwelling walls of
some 8 metres.
Wide streets, substantial trees and expansive allotments, street
frontages and gardens define the Area.
Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Mixed Use Historic Area Statement (Ga4)
Heritage Characteristics

Prevailing Characteristics

Era of Development

1848 to 1900

Allotments and Subdivision
Pattern

Main Street pattern. Commercial and retail with some
residential.
Large allotments of 1000 -1500 square metres with street
frontages of 20 - 30 metres.
As the suburban area of Willaston has developed around it,
Willaston's Main Street has retained its traditional function,
with a diverse rnixture of retail, cornrnunily, service trade, bulky
goods and residential uses serving the Willaston locality as well
as offering convenience and specialist services to a wider
catchment. This mixture of uses is a defining feature of small
South Australian township main streets and the retention and
reinforcement of this pattern is important to securing the fabric
and relevance of the precinct into the future.
With its original function as a country town centre, together
with its historic built form, the Willaston township remains

Architectural Features

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

distinct in size and function to the larger - regionally focussed town centre of Gawler.
Development is defined by a single storey building scale and
building footprint, with variable depths to front gardens,
verandahs and porches linked to their original use, together
with variable side building setbacks.
Development in the form of traditional outbuildings at the rear
of sites and adjoining the residential Historic Area are integrated
and share vehicular access and car parking.
Signage to promote business uses is appropriate where
sensitively integrated into the building architecture or located in
gardens, with proliferation and scale of signs being constrained.
Where buildings are set back from the road, single small pylon
or free-standing signage is appropriate. For buildings that are
close to the street boundary, flat wall, projecting or under
verandah signage is appropriate.
Victorian main street precinct with single storey building scale
and building footprint.
A diverse mixture of distinctive built form - retail, community,
service trade, bulky goods and residential uses.
Signage achieves a high level of integration and respect for the
architecture of individual buildings where signs are attached.
Visual clutter should be avoided and sign coverage should be
restrained and colours chosen carefully to contrast but not clash
with building colours and detailing.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape.
Signage coverage restrained and in complementary colours to
existing.
The Historic Area is strongly defined by the main street of the
Willaston township, which was officially laid out on 21 October
1848. The historic significance of the Willaston township is
evident to this day, with many of the original buildings of the
settlement, dating from the period 1848-1900, remaining in use
and defining the historic and desired character of built form.
As the suburban area of Willaston has developed around it,
Willaston's Main Street has retained its traditional function,
with a diverse mixture of retail, community, service trade, bulky
goods and residential uses serving the Willaston locality as well
as offering convenience and specialist services to a wider
catchment. This mixture of uses defines the main streets and
the retention and reinforcement of this pattern is important to
securing the fabric and relevance of the precinct.
With its original function as a country town centre, together
with its historic built form, the Willaston township remains
distinct in size and function to the larger- regionally focussed town centre of Gawler.
There should be no proliferation of vehicle access points to
Drury Street in the area north of Paxton Street.
Variable setbacks to front gardens, verandahs and porches and
variable side building setbacks apply.

Signage is in scale with built form and streetscape.

Fencing

Building Height

Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Generally single storey. At the junction of the Secondary Arterial
roads, wall heights of up to eight metres.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only}
Redbanks Road Willaston Historic Area Statement (Ga5)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Subdivision Pattern

Architectural Buildings

Prevailing Characteristics

1850 to 1915
The area is historically significant as it contains a number of high
integrity residences, dating from 1880 - 1915, which illustrate
the residential character and continuing expansion of the town
of Willaston from the mid nineteenth century to the early years
of the twentieth century.
Detached dwellings on large allotments prevail.
Generous street frontages between 20 and 30 metres.
Front setbacks between 8 and 10 metres.
Side setbacks of 3 to 5 metres to maintain a total spacing
between neighbouring dwelling walls of some 8 metres.
Victorian and turn-of-the-century villas and double fronted
cottages. The dwellings on the low (south) side of Redbanks
Road typically date from 1890 - 1915 and are well set back from
the street and neighbouring houses. The dwellings on the high
(north) side of the road typically date from 1860 - 1900 in
construction and are located closer to the road and each other
than the houses opposite.

Materials

Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape.

Setting and Public Realm

Rising to the north, the Area is residential in character, with
dwellings located along both sides of Redbanks Road.
Substantial trees, expansive allotments, street frontages and
gardens are featured.
Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Fencing

Height

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Special Uses Historic Area Statement (Ga6)
Heritage Characteristics

Prevailing Characteristics

Era of Development

11850 to 1910

Subdivision Pattern

Setting and Public Realm

Gawler's plan is historically significant as a successful example of
a grid layout plan adapted to the topography and natural
features of the location. The street pattern reflects the form of
the rivers and topography of the hill upon which it is
established. The original street pattern, rivers and local hills are
still clearly identifiable, with features of note including the
public squares around the churches and the terraces and
parklands bordering the rivers.
The Area encompasses the town's rivers and parklands
adjoining the original streets and allotments of the town of
Gawler, as designed and laid out by Light, Finniss and Co in 1839
and clearly illustrates the planning principles of the day and also
the initial footprint of the town.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve these attributes.
The redevelopment of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and
where possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only)
Town Centre Gawler South Historic Area Statement (Ga7)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Prevailing Characteristics

1860 to 1910
The official plan of the township of Gawler South was deposited
in the Lands Titles Office in February 1858.
Although largely used now for business purposes, the area has a
residential form and pattern of development, consisting of

Subdivision Pattern

Architectural Features

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

Fencing

Building Height

dwellings mainly dating from the period 1860-1910. The area is
of historic importance because it contains a significant number
of high integrity buildings, originally used as residences, mainly
dating from the period 1860-1910, which illustrate the
character and continuing expansion of residential Gawler in the
latter half of the nineteenth century.
The Historic Area was part of an area to the south of Dead
Man's Pass, and the east of the new industrial area, railway
yards and residential areas on the other side of Adelaide Road
which became a popular and affordable area to live.
Site areas of 700 to 1000 square metres, street frontages of 20
metres, front setbacks of 5 to 10 metres and side setbacks of 3
to 5 metres to maintain a total spacing between neighbouring
dwelling walls of some 8 metres are featured.
The Historic Area includes Adelaide Road which is the principal
commercial arterial road entrance. Formerly of residential
function, conversion or use of existing buildings has occurred,
retaining the traditional pattern, building set-back, form and
rhythm of the built form. Business activity accommodated
through the adaptation and renovation of existing buildings
works with and preserves this attribute.
Signs do not clutter the street and have a minor impact on the
townscape, in scale with the low rise nature of both the built
form and the street's overall townscape.
Signage to promote business uses is appropriate where
sensitively integrated into the building architecture or located in
gardens, with proliferation and scale of signs being constrained.
Where buildings are set back from the road, single small pylon
or free-standing signage is appropriate. For buildings that are
close to the street boundary, flat wall, projecting or under
verandah signage is appropriate.
Victorian and turn-of-the-century villas and double fronted
cottages are featured.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape.
Buildings are typically detached and are set back from the street
and neighbouring houses.
Ultimately high canopy trees should line the street and
complement the landscaped surrounds of the majority of
existing buildings.
Wide streets, substantial trees and expansive allotments, street
frontages and gardens define the Area.
Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve these attributes.
The redevelopment of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and
where possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only}
Town Centre Light Historic Area Statement (Ga8)
Heritage Characteristics

Prevailing Characteristics

Era of Development

11839 to present

Subdivision Pattern

Architectural Features

This area encompasses part the original streets and allotments
of the town of Gawler, as designed and laid out by Light, Finniss
and Co in 1839 and is of historic significance as it still clearly
illustrates the planning principles of the day and also the initial
footprint of the town.
Colonel William Light first visited the Gawler area in December
1837, at which time he explored the Para Valley travelling past
the North and South Para Rivers to Lyndoch and the Barossa
Valley. He returned to the area in January 1839, camping for
many days at Dead Man's Pass, an area named when Light and
Finniss located a corpse in a River Red Gum tree. While at Dead
Man's Pass, Light walked over the area now known as the town
of Gawler, carrying out initial inspections.
In early 1839, Light Finniss and Co. recommended that this area·
would be suitable for a town, and in the following month it was
visited by Reid and Murray with a view to establishing a Special
Survey at the site. They found the site suitable, and their
application for a special survey was approved. Various members
of the firm of Light Finniss and Co. worked on the plans for the
town. The firm's surveyor William Jacob, maintained that Light
was responsible for the position and the overall plan of the
town, with the plan itself being drawn up by RG Thomas and the
town being pegged out by Jacob and Nixon.
Gawler's plan is historically significant as a successful example of
a grid layout plan adapted to the topography and natural
features of the location. The street pattern reflects the form of
the rivers and topography of the hill upon which it is
established. The original street pattern, rivers and local hills are
still clearly identifiable, with features of note including the
public squares around the churches and the terraces and
parklands bordering the rivers.
The topography east of High Street contributes significantly to
the setting of the town centre. Development for commercial
and retail purposes maintains the natural land form of the
eastern edge of the Centre.
The area is also of historic significance as it contains many of the
early buildings of Gawler - Murray Street is the primary
commercial street of Gawler and is lined with 1 to 2 storey
commercial premises dating from 1850 - present. Of note are
several freestanding "Italianate revival" style bank buildings, 2
storey terraces of shops and the landmark civic buildings of the
Town Hall and Telegraph office.
Continuous retail frontages including eating places such as
cafes, restaurants and entertainment facilities which support
major retailing in the form of supermarkets or department
stores are characteristic of Jacob Street, Cowan Street and
Commercial Lane frontages. These frontages comprise small
retail tenancies opening onto the street and retail arcades.
Offices and consulting rooms are only at ground floor level and
minor in scale with no disruption to retail shopfront continuity.
Murray Street retains its distinctive historical, commercial and

Materials

Setting and Public Realm

civic character of older style ground floor shop fronts and
professional rooms or residential use above. Development
acknowledges and respects the significant built form derived
from commercial function and retains a consistent building scale
equivalent to two levels (8.0 metres) and traditional
architectural forms.
Murray Street has a pedestrian focus and orientation,
characterised by verandah covered footpaths, seating, high
quality pavements, road crossing points and protection from the
elements.
North of the railway line, the existing character derived from
former residential function is retained. Traditional patterns,
building set-back, form and rhythm of the built form, and
intensification of business activity should be accommodated
through the adaptation and renovation of existing buildings or
addition of compatible high quality new buildings.
Signage to promote business uses is appropriate where
sensitively integrated into the building architecture or located in
gardens, with proliferation and scale of signs being constrained.
Where buildings are set back from the road, single small pylon
or free-standing signage is appropriate. For buildings that are
close to the street boundary, flat wall, projecting or under
verandah signage is appropriate.
Signage of various types provide a high level of integration and
respect for the architecture or individual buildings where signs
are attached. For buildings recognised as heritage items,
detached signage promoting goods and services do not clutter
the street. Shop front signage is restrained and colours contrast
but not clash with building colours and detailing.
Signage concentrates on major symbols and logos and corporate
signs in the form of flat wall Signs, freestanding or pylon signs
directed to vehicular traffic. These ar~ used strategically and in
scale with building architecture to identify major land uses, and
include directory boards, using generic descriptions rather than
business names. Signage at the pedestrian scale are limited to
shop front, under verandah, verandah fascia, verandah blinds
and sandwich boards.
Victorian and Turn-of-the-Century Villas/Mansions, "Italianate
revival" style bank buildings and 2 storey terraces of shops are
currently a feature of the Murray Street main street.
Two storey building scale is retained, excepting the landmark
the Town Hall and Telegraph office civic buildings.
Murray Street retains its distinctive commercial and civic
character, with older style ground floor shop fronts and
professional rooms or residential use above being a feature.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape
The Area is the principal retail area for convenience and
comparison goods in the Council area and adjoining areas, with
use of upper floor levels for car parking, offices or residential
development being appropriate.

Fencing

Building Height

Development in the Heritage Area should achieve an integrated
movement pattern (pedestrian and vehicles), access points and
shared car parking.
Wide streets, substantial trees and expansive allotments with
substantial street frontages and gardens define the residential
area.
Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Two storey to 8 metres.

Historic Area Statement
Historic Area Overlays identify areas that comprise unified, consistent streetscape characteristics of
an identifiable historic, economic or social theme associated with an earlier era of development.
They comprise built form characteristics, and at times natural features and sub-division patterns that
provide a legible connection to the historic development of the local area. Development within the
Overlay will preserve, retain and enhance these attributes.
The retention of existing places, through refurbishment or adaptive reuse, will maintain, and where
possible enhance or reinforce, this unified, consistent historic streetscape character.
New development will be generally limited to the replacement of places that either do not
contribute towards this unified, consistent historic streetscape character, or towards the rear of sites
that do, so as to not adversely impact the legibility and interpretation of the prevailing historic,
economic or social themes as viewed from the public realm.

(Town of Gaw/er Development Plan Map for identification purposes only}
Willaston Historic Area Statement (Ga9)
Heritage Characteristics

Era of Development

Subdivision Pattern

Arch itectu ra I Features

Materials

Prevailing Characteristics

1848 to 1900
Located adjacent the main street of the Willaston township,
which was officially laid out on 21 October 1848, the
predominately residential buildings in the Willaston Policy Area
were amongst the first constructed in the Willaston township,
and were therefore central to the town's community fabric.
Detached dwellings on large allotments prevail.
Generous street frontages between 20 and 30 metres.
Front setbacks between 8 and 10 metres.
Side setbacks of 3 to 5 metres to maintain a total spacing
between neighbouring dwelling walls of some 8 metres.
To this day, the historic significance of the Willaston township is
evident, with many of the original buildings of the settlement,
including the former Willaston Uniting Church and dwellings
dating from the period 1848-1900, remaining in use and
defining the historic and desired character of built form.
Victorian and Turn-of-the-Century Villas and double fronted
cottages feature throughout.
Consistent with the materials associated with the architectural
styles of the subject building and streetscape

Setting and Public Realm

Wide streets, substantial trees and expansive allotments, street
frontages and gardens define the Area.

Fencing

Low open style fencing which includes masonry pier and plinth
fence with decorative open sections of up to 1.2 metres in total
height. Stone walls, slate kerbs and retaining walls are
important features.
Single storey built scale to the streetscape, with wall heights in
the order of 3.6 metres. Total roof heights in the order of 5.6
metres or 6.5 metres, with roof pitches in the order of 27
degrees and 35 degrees.

Building Height

